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Introduction

A lightning strike to the overhead grounding cable or a power tower, accompanied with 

flashover or lightning breakthrough to wires, results in surge waves representing danger for 

insulation of  of electrical substations (ES) equipment [1].

Lightning protection problems are most frequently solved based on transmission line 

theory in EMTP program. Advantages of this approach are known. Disadvantages comprise too 

simplified model of a grounding wire representing active resistance measured at a low frequency 

(or taken from regulatory documents). The ES equipment is simulated by capacities measured 

against ES grounding wire but connected in the calculation domain to the remote soil. Taking 

into account the frequency properties of specific conductivity and dielectric permeability of the 

soil [2] , the simplest models of a lightning wire are becoming less adequate, especially in high-

resistivity soil.

Transition to uniform 3D models of ES and overhead lines (OHL) conductors in the soil 

and in the air, providing simulation of wave processes in wires and busbars together with the 

processes of current flow in grounding wires, increases calculations adequacy. This option is 

ensured by methods of electromagnetic field theory along with FDTD program, but for complex, 

extended 3D systems of ES and OHL thin conductors this approach is too rather time-

consuming.

The air conductor is a particular case of the soil conductor (with zero conductivity spread).

The well-developed circuit-field models, methods and computing programs of grounding 

calculation [3-5] in lightning protection problems may thus be applied.

Calculation of ES and OHL lightning surges in 3D model of overhead and soil conductors 

based on grounding theory is the purpose of the present study.



1. Circuit-field model of grounding wire

The grounding wire calculation represents a circuit-field task, since resistance, currents, 

voltages of conductors (circuit parameters) need to be calculated along with integral and 

differential parameters of the electromagnetic field. This problem is solved with a circuit-field 

model of a grounding wire (Fig. 1) [3].

The grounding wire is divided into l<λ/10 length segments, where λ is the length of the 

electromagnetic wave. Segments are described by the internal resistance vector Z, matrices of 

own and mutual inductance M, conductivity G, capacity C (matrices G, C are defined in the 

middle points of  of the field model elements, then transferred to the nodes of the circuit model).

The engineer can just draw the rods (which is easy to do in AutoCAD), whilst calculation of all 

model parameters (Fig. 1) is made automatically.

Figure 1а. Field model of thin conductor

Figure 1b. Circuit model of thin conductor

The way of changing OH wires. The segment length chosen from condition l<λ/10, is 

greater in the air than in the ground, which makes calculations easier. The resistance of the return 

OHL grounding wire is summed up with conductor's own resistance Z which is also frequency-

dependent, taking into account the surface effect. The impulse corona of OHL wires is simulated 

with the dynamic capacity of Cd(u), added to nodes to replace geometric capacity of the wire 

capacity C.

Therefore, the grounding wire model (Fig. 1) is applicable to conductors located both in 

the soil and in the air.



2. Pulse processes calculation methods in time domain

The discrete circuits method (DCM) is a numerical method of calculating transient 

processes in time domain (applied in EMTP program). Integration of inductance and capacitance 

differential equations by trapezoid formula
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results in resistive circuits (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Discrete model of inductance (a) and capacitance (b) at k–time step

The calculations of resistive circuits are made with high speed for they are reduced to 

operations with real numbers, and resistance and conductance matrices at  h=const are computed 

(and decimalized) only once. But in stiff problems typical for lightning protection, the use of 

trapezoid formula induces oscillation, the reasons of which were revealed in [6].

The trapezoid formula is A-stable,i.e. R(z) 1 at z<0, but does not satisfy L-

stability requirement [6],
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where R(z) is the stability function.

We will illustrate the consequences on the example of the test differential equation xx ,
solution of which with the trapezoid formula is reduced to the step-by-step algorithm
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where k is the step number. The xk sequence is alternating at |z|>2, R(z)<0, i.e. the problem with 

aperiodic solution induces an oscillatory process, stable within the limit:

xk+1= –xk at R(z)= –1.

Therefore, the use of  trapezoid formula in stiff problems induces the risk of false high-

frequency oscillations (Fig. 3a).



To exclude oscillations (in EMTP Program Manual), it is recommended to provide extra 

conductivity in parallel to inductance, and resistance sequential to capacity, but these measures 

do not eliminate the oscillation completely [4]. The effective means is to reduce the time step 

(Fig. 3b) and the length of the segment (compared to the standard value l<λ/10), which is not 

always possible.

Figure 3. Voltage without losses at the end of the 300 m line 

influenced by 1V amplitude potential impulse with 0.1 μs linear 

front calculated by DCM with using trapezoid formula with a step 

of: а) h=20 ns, b) h=4 ns 

Vlach's method [7] is a numerical variant of the operational method. Of practical interest 

is a step-by-step algorithm with the 3rd order formula [3.4].

Operational circuits of inductance and capacitance replacement completely coincide  with

discrete circuits in DCM (Fig. 2) at R = sL, Ek = Lik, G = sC, Jk = Cuk, where s(2  2 j) / h. 

The calculation of the operational (actually complex) circuit is done at each k–step, and the 

formula [7] is used to return to the originals.

  hsFjtf /)()225(Re)(  .

The 3rd order Vlach's formula has two significant advantages over the trapezoid formula: 

it is much more accurate and L-stable, thus facilitating its application without unneeded 

restrictions in stiff problems. The disadvantages usually comprise the double complexity of 

calculations caused by operations with complex numbers. DCM and Vlach's method complement 

each other, therefore, their joint implementation expands the computer program potentials.

3. Models of frequency-dependent and nonlinear elements in time domain

Modeling frequency-dependent elements – resistances z(jω) and conductances y(jω) has 

always been difficult in time domain. Calculation on the equivalent frequency of the

*мкс = µs



lightning current is simple but not precise. Replacement of z(jω) by equivalent circuit with 

similar frequency characteristics does not have commonality and significantly increases the 

calculation complexity. The effective method of simulating frequency resistance z(jω) with 

discrete circuits (Fig. 2) had been developed in [3] and modified in [5].

The method details with regard to the inner conductor resistance are represented in [3]; 

those regarding resistance of soil used as a return OHL wire, was reported at previous conference 

[5]; regarding simulation of grounding wires in frequency-dependent soil – is presented in this 

Conference [8].

Modeling nonlinear elements in step-by-step algorithms does not cause any difficulty – 

their values are constant during a step and are recalculated at the end of each step.

The surge arrester model represents a resistor with a non-linear volt-ampere 

characteristics (VAC) which is simulated by static resistance. At each time step two calculations 

are performed: with resistance obtained at the beginning and at the end of the step. Through the 

received points a direct line is drawn, intersection of which with VAC determines the current 

resistance of surge arrester.

The OHL insulator is simulated with a key. First, the key is open. At time moment t, 

when voltage in suspension insulators exceeds the voltage-time curve (VTC) [9]
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where l is the suspension insulators length, the key is closed (becomes a copper rod in the 

program). 

The corona discharge is simulated by dynamic capacitance (in the wave front) according 

to VNIIE model [10, P.78]  
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where C0 is the geometric capacity of the wire, u is the wire voltage, U0 is the initial voltage of 

corona discharge, B=0.85 at negative polarity and B=1.02 at positive polarity. 

The capacitance is calculated at the end of each step and is taken as a constant value at 

the next step. Additional capacitance exceeding geometric capacitance of the wire, Cd(u)–C0 is 

divided into two parts and added to the nodes of the element. Capacitance jump results in voltage 

jump in the capacitor (generalized commutation law).



We were unable to achieve stable calculations with the trapezoid formula (due to reasons 

described earlier), whereas the Vlach's method is sustainable.

More complicated model of corona (Suliciu model with iterative refinement at each time 

step) is described in EMTP-RV program documentation. It also provides the comparison of 

calculations with measurement data (Fig. 4a). But our calculations (not requiring iterative 

clarifications) as well are consistent with the measurement data (Fig. 4b).

Figure 4. Voltage in 12.5 km line at a distance of 1, 3, 7, 10 km from its start, obtained experimentally (Gary) and through calculations with 

EMTP-RV program (top diagram) and ZUM program (bottom diagram) at supplying impulse 

Calculations were also made with other models of impulse corona (SPbPU model, Lee model, 

Gary model). Gary model is consistent with experiments but only applies to positive pulses. Other 

models to a lesser extent correspond to OHL  measurements data (А.К. Potuzhny and S.М. 

Fertik 1938, C. Gary 1983, C.F. Wagner 1954). 

u(t)=Um[0.988e-0.123t -1.064e-4.1t sin(12.3t+70o)], where Um=850∙103, t [µs]



4. Simulation of lightning surges in ES at lightning strikes to OHL

Figure 5 shows the geometric model of ES with enabled OHL. The electrical equipment 

of ES is simulated by input capacities [9, Table P30] (Fig. 6) connected to ES grounding wire. 

Tower bases made of reinforced concrete are simulated by conductors [11]. The soil is uni-layer 

with specific resistance ρ=1000 Ohm∙m. 

Figure 5. 150/10 kV ES and OHL domain (three towers not shown) 

Figure 6. ES equipment simulation 

We consider a lightning strike with 100 kA current, 10/350 μs lifetime, to the power 

tower (Fig. 5). The inverse flashover occurs at a time moment when insulation voltage U=Utower-

Uwire exceeds the insulation VTC, where Utower is the tower voltage, Uwire is the wire voltage.  

If not consider the operating voltage of the wires, the lower phase will flashover 

first (Fig. 7). The tower voltage is almost similar for all phases (with large resistance of a tower



grounding cable), but the upper phase is farther from the cable, so the wire voltage induced by 

the cable current, is the smallest, and the insulation voltage is the largest. The current wave in the 

lower phase leads to intense voltage increment in wires and reduction of insulation voltage of 

other two phases, so flashover occurs with delay.

Figure 7. 1 – lower wire, 2 – upper wire, 3-middle wire, and 4-tower voltage at lightning strike of 100 kA, 10/350 μs lifetime with linear 

front, to the top of the tower (Fig. 5)

The influence of lightning channel on insulation flashover was investigated. The 

influence of lightning canal on insulation flashover was investigated. But with a large grounding 

wire resistance (particular case representing danger) the tower voltage changes insignificantly 

and impact of the lightning channel can be neglected.

The inverse insulation flashover results in surge wave with a steep front, regardless the 

form of the lightning current. Propagating in wires, it may lead to insulation flashover (already 

direct) of adjacent towers and, upon entry to ES, affects the high-voltage equipment insulation.

Reduction of grounding wire resistance facilitates elimination of inverse insulation 

flashover. 3D simulation of grounding wires makes it easy to analyze the options. An effective 

way is to connect grounding wires of the closest towers with ES grounding wire.

If the insulation flashover in OHL has occurred, the surge waves (Fig. 7) from the line 

propagate to ES busbars, reach and reflect from the capacity of the power transformer, return to 



the affected tower (towers), reflect with alternation, and then again run to ES. There appears an 

oscillating process, decaying slowly due to small active resistance of wires and busbars. With 

activation of surge arrester and connection of the ES grounding wire, the oscillating processes 

become more complicated.

Installing surge arrester eliminates extra voltage. Installation of surge arrester-2 near 

power transformer is more efficient than the installation of surge arrester-1 near the portal (Fig. 

6), which confirms the known data. Surge arrester-2 better than surge arrester-1 protects not only 

the power transformer (Fig. 8), but also the current transformer located closer to surge arrester-1 

(Fig. 9). Surge arrester-2 better than surge arrester-1 protects not only the power transformer 

(Fig. 8), but also the current transformer located closer to surge arrester-1 (Fig. 9).

Figure 8. Power transformer voltage (against grounding wire): 0– surge arrester-free, 1– with surge arrester-1 (at portal), 2– with surge 

arrester-2 (close to power transformer) 

Figure 9. Power transformer voltage (against grounding wire): 0– surge arrester-free, 1– with surge arrester-1 (at portal), 2– with surge 

arrester-2 (close to power transformer) 



Further calculations will be made with surge arrester-2 (close to power transformer, Fig. 6). 

Calculations with 3D-models of OHL and ES have revealed a new (as compared to 

EMTP models) factor - wave processes of ES equipment caused by inverse flashover of tower 

insulators, start at non-zero initial conditions (Fig. 10). The lightning current flowing through the 

grounding cable, reaches through the portals to the ES grounding wire inducing its potential 

disturbance, that is why at the time of voltage wave travel in the busbar the initial voltage of the 

electrical equipment capacity is negative. Once the surge arrester of one of the phases has been 

activated, the grounding wire current and the initial voltage in the capacity of other phases 

increases, thus increasing voltage oscillation in busbars after surge wave appearance. This effect, 

noticeable in high-resistivity soils, is absent in EMTP models, where grounding wires of the 

portal, surge arrester (concentrated resistances) are not inter-connected, and the capacities of the 

electrical equipment are not connected with the grounding wire. 

Figure 10. Voltage of two phases of the power transformer 

For this urpose, we "disable" 3D grounding wire of ES, and connect portals and surge 

arrester with remote grounding via active resistance R (as in EMTP). Consider the option R=0 

and R=6 Ohm (pulse resistance of ES grounding wire at a frequency of 25 kHz). Connect the 

electrical equipment capacity to the remote ground instead of grounding wire (as in EMTP).

3D grounding wire of the ES significantly enhances oscillating processes (Fig. 11) and 

slightly increases the first voltage maximum value (by 10%), similar to simplified models at R=0 

и R=6 Ohm (the difference is dued to change of capacity). Calculations at R=0 in steady mode 

are more accurate, than at R=6 Ohm. The grounding wire in simplified modeling must be 

described by static resistance to ensure correct value of the remaining voltage of surge arrester.



Figure 11. Power transformer voltage: 1–with 3D modeled grounding wire, 2–grounding wire R=0 Ohm, 3–grounding wire R=6 Ohm 

Summary 

A lightning strike to the power tower, grounding cable with inverse isolation flashover, or 

a breakthrough to OHL wires results in surge waves, dangerous for electrical equipment of the 

electrical substation. Grounding wires have a significant impact on lightning surge calculation 

results, therefore, the transition to a uniform 3D model of conductors located in the air and in the 

soil, increases the adequacy of calculations. Considering the air conductor as a particular case of 

the soil conductor, the grounding theory provides with tested models, methods and programs for 

problems of lightning protection, and similar problems.
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